Background. Previous research suggests that narrative and expositorytexts differ in the extent to which they prompt students to integrate to-be-learned content with relevant prior knowledge during comprehension.
understanding the organization of events in the story, while expositoryprocessing tends to be more focused on the activation and integration of relevant prior knowledgei nto the discourse representation. In the currentr esearch, we are interested in the theoretical implications as well as the practical benefits or drawbacks of using narrative and expository texts to present to-be-learnedi nformation to students.
It is important to note that the labels 'narrative' and 'expository' encompass many different subtypes of texts. Brewer's( 1980) genre classification system is followed, in which an arrative text is defined as at exti nw hich events are related causally or thematically,a nd happen through time. Expository texts are defined as texts that describeasystem or event in terms of its processing or structure.I nt he current research, bothn arrative and expositoryt exts contain factual content that the reader is instructedt ol earn. Accordingly,t he discourse force of the texts in bothg enresi s informative (Brewer,1980) . Thus, we are interested in the effect of genrespecifically in terms of the influence on processing and memoryo fi nformational content that the reader is attempting to learn.
Processing and levels of discourse representation
VanD ijk and Kintsch (1983) d escribedt hree levels at which memory fort ext information canb er epresented. The surfaces tructure referst ot he mental representation of the literal wordingo ft he text. The textbase is ar epresentation of the concepts in the text organized according to the text structure. The textbase representsthe meaning of the text in away that is relativelyencapsulated with respect to otherk nowledge that the reader possesses. The situation model is am ental representation in which the content of the text is used to create an understanding not just of what the text says, but of the 'situation' that is described by the text. In addition to text content, the situation model includes inferences and connections to relevant prior knowledget hat have been generated and added to the mentalr epresentation (Graesser,Singer,&Trabasso, 1994; Kintsch,1998; Zwaan&Radvansky,1998) . Readers with astrong situation model are typically able to remember the gist of what was in the text, but also can apply their knowledgetonew circumstances and use their knowledge to solve problems (Coté ,Goldman, &Saul, 1998; Mannes &Kintsch, 1987; McNamara, Kintsch, Songer,&Kintsch, 1996) .Asapractical issue, therefore, students will benefit more from comprehension circumstances in which theyc reate coherent situation models rather than textbase representations.
The creation of atextbase versus asituation model during comprehension depends on both the knowledgea nd the goals of the reader.T here are af ew circumstances in which readerswill tend to generate atextbase but littleinthe way of asituation model. Readersw ho process at extb ys ticking closely to the content of the text without incorporatingo ther relevant information tend to have at extbase (Coté et al.,1 998; Kintsch, 1998) . Readersa lso may have little relevant prior knowledge of the topic, in which case theyhave little choice but to stick to atextbase representation (Coté et al., 1998; Moravcsik &Kintsch,1993) .Finally, if the goals of the reader aresuch that theyare not prompted or motivated to integrate text content with priorknowledge,then readers will tend to construct at extbase representation (Linderholm &v an den Broek, 2002; van den Broek, Lorch, Linderholm, &G ustafson, 2001) .
Incorporation of relevant prior knowledge,which leads to astrong situation model, tends to occur if readershave some relevant priorknowledge,and when either the text itself or the reader'sgoals trigger this integrativeprocessing (Mannes &Kintsch,1987; McNamara et al.,1 996; van den Broek et al.,2 001) . In general, readersw ho establish more connections to prior knowledge,a nd integrate that knowledgei nto their discourserepresentation, have astronger situation model (Coté et al.,1998; McNamara, 2004) .I nt he current study,w ea re interested in the extent to which narrative versus expository texts may trigger readerst of ocus on the construction of textbase versus situationmodel representations.
Comprehension of narrative and expositoryt exts
Many studies have addressed narrative and expositoryc omprehension separately. Researchonthe processing of typicalnarratives indicates that readersprocess narratives in order to achievec oherence that is explanation based (Trabasso&Magliano, 1996; Trabasso, Suh, Payton, &Jain, 1995) . Readersuse general world knowledge to generate inferences that explainh ow goals, events, actions, and outcomes in stories are related (Graesser et al., 1 994; Trabasso &M agliano, 1 996) . Thesei nferences represent connections among storye vents, connections to readers' prior knowledge, and predictions about what events will take place. Expositoryc omprehension is typically characterized by readers' attempts to create ac oherent representationo ft he text content, and attempts to integrate text content with relevant prior knowledgew hen available (Coté et al.,1 998; Graesser,L eó n, &O tero,2 002; McNamara, 2004) . Expositorycomprehension is often more difficult than narrative comprehension, partly because readersare more likely to lack relevant prior knowledgethat is needed in order to generate inferences and establish ac oherent representation of the content (McKeown, Beck, Sinatra, &L oxterman, 1992; McNamara et al.,1 996) .
Comparisons between separate narrative and expositorys tudies are problematic in terms of drawing conclusions about the use of genre fora cquiring to-be-learned content. There are typically larged ifferences in content across genres, and readers have differentr eading goals under the typical circumstances in which theyr ead narrative or expositoryt exts. Af ew approaches to studying genre effectsh ave been utilized in an effort to more carefully control the materials and reading goals. van den Broek and colleagues (Linderholm&van den Broek, 2002; N arvaez, van den Broek, & Ruiz, 1999 ; van den Broek et al.,2 001) had subjects read expositoryt exts and varied the goals forr eading (study vs. entertainment). Subjects reading fors tudy generated more inferences that explained the text content and theyh ad better recall. Subjects readingf or entertainment generated more associations to information that was not helpful forc omprehension. Narvaez et al. also crossed the reading goal with the text genreb yu sing narrative and expositoryt exts (although theyw ere not matched in terms of content). Subjects altered their processing based on reading goal to a greater extent during expository comprehension than narrative comprehension. Zwaan( 1994) had subjects read texts that were ambiguous with respectt og enre, and instructed subjects that theyw eree ither literaryo rn ews texts. Subjects reading with the news perspective had betters ituation model memory,i ndicating greater incorporation of the content with relevant priork nowledgec ompared to the literary perspective.
These studies in which reading goals or genre information are manipulated provide valuable information about the extent to which processing is under deliberate control of the reader.But theydonot directly address the question of how identification of agenre by the reader may influence the way in which information is subsequently processed and remembered.T he approach we follow in the currentr esearchi so ne in which commonc ontent is embedded into an arrative or expositoryt exta nd we examine processing and memoryo ft he commonc ontent. Several such studies have been conducted,often with the goal of determining whether memoryfor common content is better when presented in an arrative or expositoryt ext. Some studies have found no difference in memoryasafunction of genre (Kintsch &Young, 1984; Roller &Schreiner, 1985) ,while othershave found memorytobebetter with expositorytexts (Alvermann et al.,1 995; Hartley, 1986) .
In an attempt to understandt he mixed results with regard to genrei nfluences on memory, Wolfea nd Mienko (2007) examined the interaction between text genre and prior domain knowledge. Subjects studied narrative or expositoryt exts that included commonc ontent about the human circulatorys ystem.I nt erms of memory,s ubjects who read the narrative text showed no relationship betweenp rior knowledge and recall, in contrast with previous researcho nt he influence of prior knowledge on memory (Schneider, Körkel, &W einert, 1989; Spilich, Vesonder,Chiesi, &V oss, 1979) . Subjects whor ead the expositoryt exts howed ap ositive correlation between prior knowledge and memory, however,s uggestingt hat theyu tilized their relevant domain knowledge in the recall task. Wolfe and Mienko also used ap re-a nd post-knowledge assessment test to measure learning (improvements in knowledge)a safunction of reading. There were no overall differences in the amount learnedf rom the texts as a function of genre.H owever,h igher knowledge subjects benefited moref rom the expository text while lower knowledge subjects benefited more from the narrative text. This patterno fr esults wasi nterpreted by Wolfe and Mienko as suggestingt hat expository texts prompt subjects to makemore effortstoincorporate prior knowledge with text content while processing the information. Subjects reading an arrative text were proposed to put relatively more effort into comprehending the narrative aspects of the text, with to-be-learnedcontent being more or less relevant depending on the role it plays within the narrative structure of the text. Wolfe and Mienko's( 2007) c onclusionsa bout the processing and memory consequenceso fp resenting to-be-learnedc ontent in narrative versus expository texts lead to some specificpredictions that we test in the current research. First, in atask that measures processing moredirectly than has been done in past research, we should find evidence that students do, in fact, put more effort into incorporatingrelevant content with prior knowledgewhen theyread an expositorytextcompared to anarrative text. Studies comparing narrative and expositoryc omprehension typically have either not directly measured processing, or have compared texts in which therei sn oc ommon content across genres (Narvaez et al., 1 999) . Thus, it remains unclear if text genre influences processing or later memory retrieval. It is possible that genrehas little or no influence on initial processing, but ratheracts as akind of schema that directsorbiases access to information during retrieval (Alba &Hasher,1983; Anderson &Pichert, 1978) . In Expt 1, we addressed processing more directly by having subjects think out loudas theyprocessed commonfactual content about the circulatorysystem from anarrative or expository text. Second, if processing differences across genres cause the to-be-learned content to be better represented in memoryinterms of atextbase forthe narrative text and asituation model forthe expository text, we should be able to find evidence forthis difference with atask that assesses memoryinmore detail than in past studies.InExpt 2, we assessed the memoryr epresentation that results from comprehension with a recognition task that allowed us to distinguish surface, textbase, and situation model levels of memory representation (Fletcher &C hrysler,1 990; Kintsch, Welsch, Schmalhofer,&Zimny,1 990; Schmalhofer &G lavanov,1986) .
EXPERIMENT 1
In Expt1 ,w ew ished to engagei nar elativelyd irect assessment of the way in which genrei nfluences processing by collecting think aloud data while subjects readaset of identical sentences(referred to as 'common sentences') from anarrative or expository text that provide factual information about the human circulatorysystem.Athink aloud task is an on-linet ask in which subjects verbalize the thoughts theyh ave after reading each individual sentence ( Pressley&Afflerbach, 1995) . The think aloud data also allowed an examination of the extent to which processing varied as afunction of prior knowledge.According to the zone-of-learnability hypothesis (Kintsch,1994; Wolfe et al., 1998) ,readersatrelativelyintermediate levels of knowledge will be most successful at integrating relevant prior knowledgew ith new text content. Thus, it is possible that readersa ti ntermediate levels of prior knowledge will generate more associations between text content and priorknowledgethan readerswith greater or lesser amounts of knowledge.F inally, we collected pre-and post-knowledge assessments, and free recall, in order to assess whether learning and memoryw ere consistent with our processing data andw ith priorr esearch. Specifically,t hree primaryq uestions were addressed:
(1) When subjects arereading common content with alearning goal, do narrative and expository texts trigger differentprocessing of the content? (2) Does the prior knowledgeofthe reader influencethe processing activities that are engaged in, and does priorknowledge relate to processing differently as afunction of the text genre? (3) Are thered ifferences in memory and learning outcomes as afunction of genre?
In addition to our threep rimaryq uestions,w eaddressed two questions related to the confound between text content and genret hat is created by embedding common sentences in texts of different genres. Our goal is to drawc onclusions about genre influences on to-be-learned content. But differences in comprehension of the common sentences could potentially be due to characteristics of the non-common content, rather than the genre per se.F or example, the structural relationship between the common and non-common sentences may be differentacross texts. The common sentences may also varyacross texts in how representative theyare of the to-be-learned content overall. Thus, we wished to assess the commons entences both in terms of their organization within each text, and whether the processing of them is representative of processing of the rest of the to-be-learnedc ontent. First, we addressed the extent to which the commons entences are comparable in terms of the structural role theyp lay within their texts by examining the causal organization of the texts. The causal organization was examined using acausal networkanalysis of the sentences in each text (Trabasso, van den Broek, &S uh, 1989) .
Second, we addressed whether processing of the common sentences was representative of processing of the circulatorys ystem content more broadly. The common sentences differ in an umbero fw ays from the non-common sentences, perhapsm ost importantly in that theyd on ot contain any mention of the story aspects of the narrative text. We wished to establish that the genrem anipulation influences processing of the to-be-learned content in general, and that the common sentences merely represent this content in am anner that is controlled across texts. To addresst his issue, as et of non-common sentences that discuss circulatorys ystem content were also coded.I ft he patterno fp rocessing across the common sentences mirrorst he processing of the non-common sentences,t his would suggest that genre differences are influencing processing of the content overall and not just fort he commons entences.
Method
Subjects Sixty-one subjects from alargeMidwestern United States universityparticipated as part of an IntroductoryP sychology course requirement. Thirty-one subjects were assigned to the narrative text and 30 were assigned to the expositorytext. Datafrom one subject in the narrative condition were not analysed due to failure to follow instructions.
Materials
Materials includedacirculatorys ystem knowledge assessment test, one narrative and one expositoryt extt hat explained circulatorys ystem content( see Appendix), as hort practice text on the USA Civil War, and as hortm ath test.
The circulatorys ystem knowledge assessment is a1 7-question shorta nswer test adopted from Wolfeand Mienko (2007).The questions are written on three pages with instructions on the topo ft he first page. The instructions state that subjects should answer the questions in completes entences and should guess if theya re not sure of the answers.E ach question is worthb etween 1a nd 6p oints, with at otal of 40 possible points.
The expositoryt exti s4 3s entenceswith 411 words. It introduces the topic of the human circulatorys ystem,a nd presentsb asic information about the heart, blood vessels, blood flow,a nd gas exchangei nasequentialf ashion beginninga tt he left ventricle. This sequential ordering preservesthe temporal, spatial,and causal nature of the content. The narrative text is 41 sentenceswith 444 words. It tells the storyofAlex, who builds amachine that shrinks him. Alexissucked into awoman'slungs, which sets up agoal to find hisway out of the woman'sbody.While pursuing this goal, Alextravels through the circulatorysystem,and then escapes at the end. Through the course of the adventure, factual information about the circulatorys ystem is revealed in as equential fashion comparable to the expositoryt ext. The textsc ontain factual content that is equateda sm ucha sp ossible, and the 10 common sentences are identical across the texts. The common sentences are italicized in the Appendix, although theyw ere not italicizedf or the subjects.
The causal analysis of the texts was performed according to the rules forc ausal relatedness between text clauses as explained by Trabasso et al. (1989) . Sentences were coded as causally related based on the criteria of necessity,a sd etermined by a counterfactual argument test. Necessity referstothe notionthat eventXcaused event Y if it is the case that if Xh ad not occurred within the context of the text, then event Y would also not have occurred. For each text, the causal relationshipsa mong the sentences weredetermined by one of the authorsinconsultation with an expertincausal networkanalyses. The averagenumber of causal connections per sentence didnot differ between texts (means ¼ 2 : 03 fornarrative and 1.86 forexpository, F ð 1 ; 40Þ¼0 : 25, ns). The total number of causal connections also didnot differ among the common sentences (means ¼ 1 : 50 fort he narrative text and 1.80 fort he expository text, F ð 1 ; 18Þ¼0 : 45, ns). The common sentences were also examined in termso ft he number of local and distant connections theycontained. Alocal connection is acausal connection to either the immediately preceding or following sentence, while ad istant connection is a connection between any two non-adjacent sentences.E ach of the common sentences was coded in terms of whetheritcontained at least one distant connection, or only local connections. For the narrative text, 20% of the common sentences (2 out of 10) contained ad istant connection, while fort he expositoryt ext7 0% of the sentences contained ad istant connection ( F ð 1 ; 18Þ¼6 : 08, p ¼ : 02). Thus, while the number of causal connections fort he common sentencesd on ot differa cross the texts, the number of distant causal connections is greater forthe expositorythan forthe narrative text.
Procedure
Subjects were runo ne at at ime in as mall room. After signing an informed consent sheet, subjects completed the knowledgea ssessment test at their own pace (note that the scores on this test are referred to as 'pre-knowledge'). Next, subjects readthe practice text followed by either the narrative or expositorytext. The texts were read one sentence at atime on the computer while thinking aloud.Instructions were presented on the computer and reada loud by the experimenter.S ubjects weret old to study the material and that theyw ould answer questions about it afterwards. The think aloud instructions were adaptedfrom Coté et al. (1998) , and stated 'after each sentence, tell me everything the sentence is making you think about -w hati tm eans to you, other things youknow,other ideas in the passage, if you understandthe sentence or if there is something youd on't understandi nt he sentence, or other things the sentencem akes you think of'. If after reading aparticular sentence,the subjectdid not begin to think out loud for5 s, the experimenter respondedw ith the prompt' tell me what youa re thinking'.After thinking out loud, subjects pressed the space bar to move on to the next sentence. Subjects could also go back to ap revious sentence by asking the experimenter.T he practice text, 'The USA Civil War', afforded the opportunity for subjects to practicethe think aloud procedure, and forthe experimenter to prompt the subjecti ft he subject did not think aloud after all sentences.T he entire think aloud portion of the experiment was audio recorded.
After the think aloudt ask, subjects completed as heet of math questions that took 3-5 min. Next, subjects recalled as much of the text content as theyc ould. The free recall wasn ot timed, and instructions stressed that subjects should recall the exact wording of the text if possible, but if theyc ould not, then to be as close as possible. Subjects were given the option of typing on the computer or writing the free recall (all subjects typed). Following the free recall, subjects completed the circulatorysystem knowledge assessment test again.The entire experiment took 45-60min.
Think aloud coding
Think aloud comments were coded for2 2o ft he sentences in each text. Teno ft he sentences were the commons entences that were identical across texts, and 12 sentences were unique to the narrative or expository text. The 12 sentences were chosenfrom the narrative text, and represented all of the sentences that (1) contained factual content about the circulatorys ystem and (2) made some reference to the protagonist, Alex. Fort he expositoryt ext, 12 sentences were chosen that contained the most similar factual content to the 12 narrative sentences.I nm ost cases,t he content between the sets of coded sentences was verysimilar or identical. Forexample, in the narrative text, the sentence 'He entered the heartinto one of the topchambers, the left atrium' was coded.I nt he expository text, the comparables entence was 'The left atrium is the other upper chamber of the heart'.
After each sentence that was read (referred to as the focal sentence), the entire utterance generated by as ubject represents at hink aloud comment. Each think aloud comment was first parsed into events (Coté et al., 1 998 ). An event represents as ingle idea unit put forthbyasubject. Supporting information that is related to an eventwas coded as partofthe same event. Events may or may not correspond to sentences; some events spanm ore than one sentence, and as ingles entence may contain more than one event. Thus,asinglethink aloud comment contains one or more events. There were six eventc ategories. Of the events, 4.4% could not be categorized (e.g., 'I don'tt hink anything aboutthat' or 'I gotn othing').
Paraphrases aree ventst hat rephrase or restatet he content of af ocal sentence withoutadding any substantive contentorcomments.For example, aparaphraseofthe sentence 'From the right ventricle the blood goes out to the lungs' was 'Blood is transferred out from the right ventricle to the lungs'.
Evaluations are comments that make ajudgment aboutthe text content, the author, or the subject. An example of an evaluation of the text content was 'I don't think it would be interesting forkids anymore'.
Monitoring events represents ubject statements about their comprehension successes 'I understoodt hat' or comprehension problems 'I think this storyi sm aking me confused'. Asking foradditional information was also coded as amonitoring event.
Affective events are emotional reactions on the parto ft he subjects to the text content. Acrossall subjects, there were atotal of two affective events, so theywill not be discussed further.
Elaborations add content beyond what is stated in the focals entence. Fore ach elaboration event, the content of the elaboration was checked against earlier text content. If the elaboration contentcame from an earlier text sentence, it was coded as a prior text elaboration.I ft he content did not come from earlier text content, it was coded as a prior knowledge elaboration (the term'prior knowledge' is used in the think aloud context to distinguish from the pre-knowledge score on the knowledge assessment test).
Afinal coding categorywas used specificallyfor the narrative text. A story event was coded whena ne vent mentioned the protagonist of the storyo rs ome other narrative aspectofthe story. Storycodes were not separate events, so theywere coded in addition to the actual event code. Storycodes allowed forthe examination of the extent to which subjects mentioned the storyw hen processing circulatorys ystem content.
Twor atersc oded the first 17 subjects, with disagreements resolved through discussion. Across these subjects, agreement on the number of events was 91%. Forevent categories, kappa was calculated based on the agreed-upon events ( k ¼ : 78). The remaining subjects werecoded by one of the raters. Kappa was also calculated separately foreach of the event categories by comparing agreement on each categorytoall other categories. Kappas fore ache vent are: paraphrase ¼ : 93, prior text elaboration ¼ : 80, prior knowledgeelaboration ¼ : 77, evaluation ¼ : 78, and monitoring ¼ : 72.
Free-recall coding Free-recall data were coded at two levels, individual text elements and whole sentences. For the element coding,the texts were divided into independent concepts (elements).
As an example, consider the sentence 'This chamber of the heartr eceivesb lood from the body'. The previous sentence referredtothe right atrium, making that the referent of 'this'. Thiss entence contains the followingt exte lements [RIGHT-ATRIUM, CHAMBER, HEART,R ECEIVES, BLOOD,B ODY]. Note that the elements aret ext concepts, not specific words, and that elements mayb ei ndicated by moret han one word. Each text element was coded separately at the gist level. Text elements that were recalled more than once were recorded once, and recall order was not considered. The narrative text contains 121 elements and the expositorytextcontains 112 elements. Twor aterss eparately coded free recall of five narrative and fivee xpositoryt exts ( k ¼ : 90). The remaindero ft he recall protocols were coded by one of the raters.
Sentence memory wasc oded only fort he 10 common sentences. Sentences were coded at the gist level, so the subject needed to recall the main idea in as entence in order forthe sentence to be coded. Recall orderwas measured in terms of the number of order reversals, which was any recall of asentence that was presented earlier in the text than the previously recalled sentence.
Results
We addresst hree main questions in the results. First, didt he narrative and expository texts influence how circulatorysystem content wasprocessed, as revealed by the think aloud protocols? Second,did the pre-knowledgeofthe reader predict processing? Third, did the post-testa nd memorys cores differa safunction of text genre?
Processing of circulatorys ystem content as af unction of text genre The mean number of think aloud events are presentedi nT able 1f or narrative and expository texts. ANOVA sw ere conducted separately fort he common and noncommons entences in which each think aloud event type was analysed across text genre. For the commons entences,s ubjects who read the expositoryt extm ade more priork nowledgee laborations thans ubjects whor eadt he narrative text ( F ð 1 ; 58Þ¼5 : 40, p ¼ : 02).A lso, the numbero fs toryr eferences in responset ot he commons entences fort he narrative text was greater than zero( t ð 29Þ¼5 : 11, p , : 0001). Forthe non-common sentences,subjects who read the expositorytextalso Ta ble 1. Mean number of think aloud events (and standardd eviations) for the 10 common and 12 non-common sentences as af unction of text genre made more prior knowledge elaborations than subjects who read the narrative text ( F ð 1 ; 58Þ¼9 : 40, p ¼ : 003). Finally, the number of storyr eferences was greater than zero fort he non-common sentences ( t ð 29Þ¼7 : 75, p , : 0001).
Relationship between pre-knowledge and processing We examinedp otential relationshipsb etween pre-knowledge and processing of the commons entences as revealed by the think aloud data. Processing was not related to pre-knowledgefor any of the event types foreither the narrative or the expository texts. In addition to linear relationships, we also examinedquadratic relationships, consistent with the zone-of-learnability.W er egressed each event type variable on pre-knowledge and pre-knowledge squared.Insuch regressions, the squared termconstitutes atest of the non-linear relationship between pre-knowledgeand processing. There were no nonlinear relationshipsbetween pre-knowledgeand event types foreither text. Thus, there is no evidence in the think aloud data that the amount of pre-knowledgeofthe subjects in these tasks predicts the wayinwhich the texts were processed.
Circulatorys ystem knowledge post-test and free recall of text content Pre-and post-test data and free-recall data are presentedi nT able 2. There weren o significant differences across texts forpre and post scores ( F 's , 1). There also wasno significant difference in post scoresw hile controlling forp re scores ( F ð 1 ; 57Þ¼1 : 98, ns). Free recall forall text elements was greater forthe narrative than the expository text ( F ð 1 ; 58Þ¼4 : 94, p ¼ : 03). Table 2also presents data forthe commonelements.Across the narrative and expositorytexts, 59 of the elements were common to both texts. Many of these elements were parto ft he common sentences, and othersw ere circulatory system concepts that werepartofother sentences. The common elements represent a more principled means of comparing memory fort he circulatorys ystem content. In particular,many of the non-common elements in the narrative text refer to elements of the narrative. For the expositorytext, many of the non-common elements are partofthe macrostructure of the text that serve to introduce and conclude the topic. Recall of the commone lements wasg reater fort he expositoryt extt han the narrative text ( F ð 1 ; 58Þ¼8 : 45, p ¼ : 004). Thus,a lthough narrative subjects recalled more content overall, expositorys ubjects recalled more of the elements that were shared across the texts. At the sentencel evel, recall of the 10 common sentencesw as also greater for the expositoryt extt han the narrative text ( F ð 1 ; 58Þ¼6 : 53, p ¼ : 01).T he number of sentence order reversals was calculated as the proportion of recalled sentences that were order reversals. There were agreater number of order reversals fors ubjects who read the expositorytextthan forsubjects who read the narrative text ( F ð 1 ; 36Þ¼7 : 53, p ¼ : 009). Note that there are fewer degrees of freedom using this proportion measure because some subjects did not recall any sentences. In addition to overall memoryd ifferences, we were interestedi nt he relationship between pre-knowledge and the memorym easures fore ach text. Table 3p resents correlations betweenp re-knowledge and post-test scores, as well as correlations between pre-knowledgea nd the content memorym easures. Pre-knowledges cores were highly correlated with post-tests cores forb oth the narrative and the expository text. For the memorym easures, pre-knowledge wasn ot correlated with memory for either the common elements or sentencesf or the narrative text, nor was it correlated with the numbero fo rder reversals.F or the expositoryt ext, however,p re-knowledge was correlated with both common elements and sentence memory, as well as with the numbero fo rder reversals. We also conducted regression analyses to assess whether the correlations between pre-knowledgea nd memory differed acrossg enres. In these analyses, pre-knowledge, avariable coding forgenre (narrative vs. expository), and their interaction werer egressed on the memory variables.I nt hese regressions, the interaction termi ndicates whether the slope representingt he pre knowledge £ memoryc orrelation differsa cross the two genres. For the common elements,t he correlations between pre-knowledgea nd memoryd id not differ significantly across genres. For sentence memorya nd order reversals, the correlations werem arginally higher forthe expositorythan the narrative text ( F ð 1 ; 56Þ¼3 : 30, p ¼ : 075 forsentence memory, and F ð 1 ; 34Þ¼3 : 67, p ¼ : 064 foro rder reversals).
Discussion
Subjects in Expt1generated more prior knowledge elaborations in responset o the common sentences whent heyw ere readingt he expositoryt extc ompared to the narrative text. This result expands on previousr esearchb ys uggestingt hat the utilization of prior knowledgeh appens during comprehension, and is not merely a memoryr etrieval phenomenon. Consistent with previous research ( Wolfe &M ienko, 2007) ,memoryfor the to-be-learned content was also greater forthe expositorytext, in terms of both individual content elements and the gist of the sentences. There were more recall order reversals fort he expositoryt ext. Finally, amount of knowledgew as correlated with order reversals, and this correlation wasm arginally greater than the same correlation forthe narrative text. The combination of greater content memoryand less adherence to the ordero ft he originalt exts uggests that subjects who readt he expository text were attempting to integrate the content with relevant prior knowledge. This integration would result in ab etter developed situation model fore xpository subjects, which would allow subjects to recall content well, but not preserve the order of the text well, as would be the case if the textbase were stronger. For the narrative text,t he patterno fr esults suggest that processing was relatively more focusedo nt he narrative elements of the storyc ompared to the to-be-learned content. Subjects mader eference to the storye ventsw hen processing to-be-learned content, which is consistentw ith narrative researchi ndicating that subjects track the actions of storyprotagonists (Rich &T aylor,2000; Zwaan, Langston, &Graesser,1995) . Subjects also recalled less content, and their recall protocols adhered to the storyorder to agreater extent than forthe expositorytexts.Finally, memoryofthe text content was not correlated with pre-knowledge. This result is inconsistent with typicalr esults in which high knowledge subjects recall more text content than low knowledge subjects (Schneider et al.,1989; Spilich et al.,1979) .High knowledgesubjects' advantage in recall has been found forbothexpository and narrative texts, but the lack of acorrelation here does replicate the results of Wolfeand Mienko (2007).W einterpret this result the same way Wolfea nd Mienko did, which is that the to-be-learned content may be less tied to the narrative structure in this experiment than in previouse xperiments.M uch of the previous workw ith narrative texts involved descriptionsofs porting events. In as tory aboutasporting event, the to-be-learned content is more likely to be integrated with the storyi tselft han is the case in the present narrative. In our text, the content could potentially be described without the storyo ft he man whos hrinks himself, and conversely the storyc ould be told without some of the content that is presented. In General discussion, we consider the implications of using narratives in this way.
We did not find ar elationship between the level of pre-knowledgea nd processing types in Expt 1, which was contraryt oo ur hypothesis, and contraryt op redictions implied by the zone-of-learnability hypothesis (Kintsch, 1994; Wolfe et al.,1 998) .O ne possible explanation is that the think aloud task altered processing fors ome subjects. In particular,t he zone-of-learnability hypothesis states that high knowledge subjects should engagei nr elativelys uperficialp rocessing of text content if theyt hink the content is easy to understand. The think aloudtask may slow down these subjects and cause them to engageinmoreprocessing than theymight if theywere reading silently.It is also possible that the effectiveness of the elaborations may varyasafunction of preknowledge even if their frequency does not. For example, low knowledgereadersmay produce priork nowledgee laborations that are somewhat less relevant to the content than moderate or higher knowledger eaders. The think aloud method should thus be considered as one methodf or assessing on-line processing of information, but other on-linem easures could providev aluable converging evidence regarding processing.
In Expt 1, we also addressed two issues related to the role of the common sentences across genres. The causal analysis indicated that fort he commons entences the total numbero fc ausal connections did not differa cross texts, but therew ere more distant connections in the expositorytext. Thisdifference did not result in agreater number of prior text elaborations fort he expositorytext. However,itispossible that more of the prior text elaborations represented distant connections across the text, which could partially explain the greater number of order reversals in memoryf or the expository text. In this experiment, we also analysed think aloudd ata from as et of non-common content sentences. These analyses suggest that the common sentences are processed in am anner that is comparable to the rest of the circulatorys ystem content. This result suggests that the text genrei si nfluencing processing and memory of to-be-learned content in general. The alternative possibility,w hich wasn ot supported, was that the commonsentences weresomehowunique within the circulatorysystem content, and that their processing did not represent influences of the to-be-learned as af unction of text genre overall. These two results lend support to the validity of our research approach because theysuggest that we were relativelysuccessful at creating texts that present comparable to-be-learnedc ontent in texts that differi ng enre.
EXPERIMENT 2
In Expt 2, our goal was to assess the memoryrepresentation of the commoncirculatory system content in terms of textbase and situation model representations.T his distinction is important because previous researchh as indicated that students with a strong situationmodel are better able to apply their knowledgetonew situations than students with atextbase representation but less of asituationmodel (Coté et al.,1998; Mannes &K intsch, 1987) . Also, as ituation model representation is more stable over time (Kintsch et al., 1 990) than at extbase. Expt 1s uggests that subjects reading the expository text put more processing effort into integrating the content with relevant prior knowledge. Thisprocessing should lead to astronger and longer lasting situation model than whenc ontent is presented in an arrative text. For the narrative text, if processing focuses on the events of the narrative, and factual content is tied to the narrative events, then the textbase representation of the common sentences should be stronger than fort he expository text. Previous researchu sing free-recall and post-text questions have providedevidence consistent with these predictions (Wolfe &Mienko, 2007) .I nE xpt 2, we use as entence recognition task to provide am ore detailed and converging examination of these memoryr epresentations.
Subjects study the Expt 1texts at their own pace, followed by asentence recognition task modelled after Schmalhofer and Glavanov( 1986; also Fletcher &C hrysler,1 990; Kintsch et al.,1990; Zwaan, 1994) .Inthis task, subjects indicate whether test sentences are verbatim copies of sentencesthat were in the text. Sentences are old(presented in the text), or new sentences that varyf rom the text in specific ways: (1) paraphrases of the 10 common sentences (2) plausible inferences that could reasonably have been in the text but werenot, and (3) distractor sentences that are related to the general topic but could not be inferred from the text. These sentence recognition data can then be analysed to determine the strengtho ft he threel evels of discourse representation. For each subject, the difference in performance between olds entences and paraphrase sentences indicates the surface structure strengthinmemory. The logic of this analysis is that old sentencesand paraphrases differonly in the surface structure; not the textbase or situation model. Thus subjects can only differentiate old sentencesfrom paraphrases through use of the surface structure. Similarly,the difference in performance between paraphrases and inferences indicates the strengtho ft he textbase. If subjects have a strong textbase, theyw ill tend to accept paraphrase sentences as old, but will successfully reject inference sentences as being ones theydid not see in the text. Finally, the difference between performance on the inference and distractor sentences indicates situationmodel strengthinmemory.Ifsubjects do generate inferences and add them to their discourse representation, theywill be more likely to accept as old those sentences that represent the content of the inferences that could plausibly be generated from the text. Those subjects should still reject the distractorsasnew,sothe difference between inference and distractor sentence ratings representst he extent to which inferences have been generated and added to the discourse representation.
In Expt2 ,w ea lso wished to test how the differentl evels of representation are affected by adelay.I ft he expository text triggerssubjects to connect the text content with prior knowledge to agreater degree, then memoryfor the critical sentences may be more durable over time forthe expositorytextthan forthe narrative text. Kintsch et al. (1990) tested the three levels of representation over time using the same methodthat we use in this experiment. The surface structurefadedfrom memoryquickly(within 40 min of reading), the textbase decreased substantially (although not completely)over a2-day period, and the situation model did not fade measurably after 4d ays. In the current experiment, subjects were tested either 5min or 2d ays afters tudy.B ased on Kintsch et al. 's findings, we reasonedt hat a2 -day delay woulda llow us to examinep otential differences in the decrease of textbase strengthasafunction of genre. We predicted that subjects who readthe narrative texts would have astronger textbase representation after 5min, but that the textbase would fade over 2daystoagreater extent forthe narrative subjects than forthe expositorysubjects. Forthe situation model, if we replicate Kintsch et al.,then it should not fade measurably over 2days foreither text group.
Method
Subjects One hundred and sixty subjects from al argeM idwestern United States university participated as parto facourse requirement fora nI ntroductoryP sychology course. Forty subjects were randomly assigned to each of the four text conditions created by crossing text genre( narrative vs. expository)w ith delay condition (immediate vs. 2days). Data from one subject in the narrative delay condition and one in the expository delay condition were lost due to computer errors.
Materials
The pre-knowledgetest, narrative and expositorytexts, and the math test are identical to the materials utilized in Study 1. The sentence recognition test consists of 25 sentences that varyintheir relation to the original text sentences.The 25 sentencesthat asubject responded to were drawn from apoolof35sentences made up of five different types: old sentencesunique to the text (5),old commonsentences(10), new sentences that areparaphrases of the commonsentences (10), sentences that represent plausible inferences that could be generated from the text (5), 1 and factually accurate sentences 1 The inference sentences were determined empirically in apilot study.Inthe study,11subjects read the expositorytext and 11 read the narrative text. The text wasread out loud one sentence at atime on the computer,and the common sentences were underlined. When subjects read an underlined sentence,t hey generated an inference about the sentence.T he instructions stated that if subjects needed help generating an inference,they could think about the following questions: 'Why did Xo ccur or whyw as it stated in the text, when did Xo ccur,h ow does Xo ccur,o rw hat happens after X?' Inferences generated during this task were categorizedand tabulated. The five inference statements that were generated by the greatest number of subjects served as the content for the inference sentences.Eachinference statement wasgenerated by at least one subject reading each of the two texts.I nt otal, 5-10 subjects generated each of the inference statements.I nference test sentences were then written that reflected the gist of the content of the inference statements.
that are content relevant, but that could not be generated as inferences (5). To create the set of 25 sentences that each subject responded to, the list of old common sentences was randomly split in half. Eachofthe two sets of fivesentences werethen paired with the five paraphrases entences that did not correspond to the old sentencesi nt he set. This pairing of sentences ensured that asubject did not respond to an old sentence and a paraphrase of the same sentence.T hus,e ach subjects aw fiveo ld common sentences and the paraphrases of the fiveold commonsentences that theydid not see. In addition, all subjects sawall of the old sentences unique to their text, as well as all of the inference and distractors, making atotal of 25 sentences per set.
Procedure
The study was administered to subjects individually.S ubjects first completed the preknowledge test as in Expt 1. Next, the subjects studied either the narrative or expository text for6min. Subjects wereinstructed to 'read as if you were studying foratest',and were encouragedt or ereada nd taken otes on the text until the time was up. The assigned text wasr emoveda fter 6min and subjects solved the math problems at their own pace. Next, subjects read the instructions fort he sentence recognitiont est, then completed the test at their own pace on the computer.The experimenter remained in the room to answer any questions before the test began. Subjects viewed sentences one at at ime on the computer and rated each sentencei nt erms of whether that sentence was presented in the text in the exacts amew ording as the test sentence. Subjects responded on a1-6 scale as follows: (1) positive sentence was presented (old sentence) (2) fairlys ure the sentence wasp resented (3) uncertain, but guess the sentence was presented (4) uncertain, but guess the sentencew as not presented (5) fairly sure the sentence was not presented (6) positive the sentence was not presented (new sentence).Acard with these ratings was placed in front of the subject while he or she completed the ratings.The averagec ompletion time fort he experiment was 30 min.
In the delay condition, the procedure was identical through the studying of the text. After studying, the subjects were released and instructedt or eturn2days later at the same time. Upon returning, the subjects completed the math problems followed by the sentence recognition test.
Results and discussion
Mean recognition ratings were calculated fore ach sentence type fore ach subject, and these ratings were used to calculater ecognition scores fore ach level of text representation. Results from the two sets of old and paraphrase sentencesdid not differ, so we collapseda crossm aterials sets fora ll analyses.T he surfaces tructure representation is defined as the difference between paraphrase and verbatim ratings forthe common sentences.The textbase is defined as the difference between inference and paraphrase sentences,and the situation model is defined as the difference between the distractor and inference sentences.
The mean pre-knowledge and sentence recognition scores are presentedinT able 4. As expected, pre-knowledges cores did not differ as af unction of delay or text genre (both F 's , 1). Differences in sentence recognition scores as af unction of text and delay were analysed with ANOVA si nw hich text and delay were between-subject variables.T he surface structurew as stronger fort he expository text than fort he narrative ( F ð 1 ; 155Þ¼8 : 16, p ¼ : 005), but therew as no delay effect or interaction. Note, however,that the immediate surface structurestrengthwas zerofor the narrative text, so no decrease with delay was possible. The textbase was stronger forthe narrative than the expositorytext(F ð 1 ; 155Þ¼4 : 03, p ¼ : 047). The textbase representation also decreased significantly across the 2-day delay ( F ð 1 ; 155Þ¼17: 63, p , : 0001), but the interaction betweent extg enre and delay was not present ( F , 1). Fort he situation model, the expositoryt exte licited am arginallys tronger representation than the narrative text ( F ð 1 ; 155Þ¼3 : 60, p ¼ : 059), and there were no significant delay or interaction effects.
The results are somewhatmixed, but generally consistent with our predictions about processing and memoryasafunction of genre. The textbase strengthf or the common sentences was stronger forthe narrative text, however the situation model strengthwas only marginally stronger forthe expositorytext. The main effect of delay forthe textbase but not the situation model replicates Kintsch et al. (1990) . Our secondaryp rediction that the textbase representation would decay more forthe narrative than the expository text was not supported.
One result that we had not predicted wast he stronger surface structure fort he commons entences whent heyw ere in the expositoryt extc ompared to the narrative text. It is notclear from the think aloud data in Expt1what processing differences may have led to this result, as priorknowledgeassociations should not necessarily lead to a strong surface structure. One possible explanation is that the effort to create an integrated representation of the factual content led subjects to linger on the exact wording of sentences forl onger when reading the expository text compared to the narrative text.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In two experiments, we tested two primarypredictions regarding the influence of text genreonthe processing and mentalrepresentation of factual information that students are attempting to learn. First, in athink aloudtask,subjects made more prior knowledge elaborations when processing to-be-learnedi nformation that was embedded in an expository text compared to when the same information was embedded in anarrative text. Thisresult expands on previous researchbyproviding relativelydirect evidence for processing differences of commonc ontenta cross genres. Second, we obtained direct and indirect evidence that to-be-learned content in an arrative text is represented as a stronger textbase, while the samecontent in an expositorytextisrepresented as more of as ituation model. In the second experiment, the recognition memoryr esults indicated that subjects reading the expository text had aweaker textbase representation of the common contentc ompared to subjects reading the narrative text, but a marginally stronger situation model. In addition, subjects reading the expositorytextin Expt 1recalled more circulatorysystem content that was shared between the two texts, and recall of this content wasc orrelated with the level of prior knowledge of the subjects. Expositorys ubjects also recalled the content in an order that deviated more from the order of the text, which is consistent with as tronger situation model rather than atextbase. Theseresults suggest that genreinfluencesprocessing and memoryof to-be-learned content, and this influence is over and above ag eneral goal that students have of learning the material theys tudy. As at heoretical issue, it is important to consider how the genre differences we obtained can be understoodinthe contextofp reviousresearchonb oth narrative and expository comprehension. Our claim is that when areader discerns the genreofatext, subsequent processing and memoryofthe text is influencedbythe reader'sperception of what is typical fort hat genre. Fore xpository comprehension, the typicalg oal is to understand the content. In an effort to accomplish this goal, readersattempt to utilize relevant prior knowledge whenavailable, and integrate that knowledgeinto acoherent representation of the situation being described by the text (Coté et al.,1998; Graesser et al.,2002; McNamara, 2004) . The current results fort he expositorytextcorroborate these conclusions by suggestingt hat subjects engagei ni ntegration of to-be-learned content with relevant prior knowledgetoagreater extent than when that same content is embedded in an arrative text.
Narrative comprehension researchi ndicates that readersp rocess stories by linking together events, goals, actions,and outcomes into acoherent representation (Trabasso &Magliano, 1996; Trabasso et al.,1995) .Our results with the to-be-learned content are consistent with this processing focus. First, subjects mentionedt he protagonist when processing content sentences that didnot involvehim, suggestingthat the actionsand location of the protagonist were being tracked throughout processing (Zwaan & Radvansky,1998) .Also, the lack of arelationship between pre-knowledgeand content memoryisconsistent with arelative focus on the narrative events rather than aspecific focus on the content. It is important to note that our conclusions about pre-knowledge refer specifically to the processing and memoryofthe 10 sentences that were identical across the texts. Al argea mount of researcha nd theoryi ndicates that subjects utilize general world knowledged uring the creation of situation models while reading narratives (Graesser et al.,1994; Kintsch,1998; Zwaan&Radvansky,1998) .Our results are not inconsistent with general conclusions about narrative processing. Rather,t hey suggest that whennarratives are used as arhetorical device fordelivering content, the content itself is not processed or remembered in the same way as whenitisembedded in an expository text.
Creating arepresentation of the storyaspects of the narrative text may also be seen as the primarygoal of comprehension forthat text, even though readersare instructed to learnt he content. This inappropriate processing goal could have the effect of drawing attention away from the to-be-learned content. When the narrative elements of as torya re used primarily as ar hetorical vehicle ford elivering content, the attention that should be devoted to the content may directly compete with the storyi tself. In this way,o ur results are similar to results supporting the seductive detail effect (Harp &M ayer,1 998; Mayer,H eiser,&Lonn, 2001 ). Mayer and colleagues find that when interesting but irrelevant details are added to texts or diagrams that are designed to explaint o-be-learned content, memory and learning of the content is worset han when the interesting information is not presented. Theye xplain these findings by suggestingthat the seductive details set up inappropriate expectations about what the goal of the reader should be. Thesee xpectations then lead the reader to focus more attention on information that will not be helpful in terms of learning the content. Our narrative text could functions imilarly; even thoughs ubjects are told to learnt he content, the storyc ould cause subjects to drawp rocessing resources away from the content and on to the narrative. The storyc ould also suggest to subjects that their related circulatorys ystem knowledgei sl ess important than it would be fort he expository text. This interpretationsuggests that using anarrative as arhetorical device to deliver content could work against the learning goals rather than in favour of them.
Afi nal theoretical consideration relates to the confound in our materials between text content and genre.T hisc onfound is present to some degree in all studies that attempt to equate content across genres. We view this confound to be necessary in order forthe text itself to establish the genre forthe reader.W ewished forthe current texts to be as unambiguous as possible with respect to genre in order to increase the ecological validityofthe task. Other studies addressed related questionsbypresenting identical texts and instructing subjects that theyb elonged to literaryo rn ewsg enres (Zwaan, 1 994) .S till others tudies present subjects with expositoryt exts and varyt he readinggoals that subjects are instructed to adopt (Linderholm &van den Broek, 2002; Narvaez et al.,1999; van den Broek et al.,2001) . We view all of these studies as moving towards the goal of understanding the rangeofflexible processes that readerscan adopt based on differentreading materials and circumstances. As such, the current studies are consistent with the notion that readersa dopt different standards of coherence for different types of text genres (van den Broek et al.,2001) . In futureresearch, it would be fruitfultoe xamineg enre influences bothbym anipulating instructions and continuing the attempt to create textst hat are as similar as possible while still preserving genred istinctions.
As ap ractical issue, educatorss hould considert hese processing differences when attempting to deliver content to students.Some authorssuggest the use of narratives as a means ford elivering content, under the general assumption that stories make to-belearned content more engaginga nd easier to understand than 'traditional' educational methods (Dubeck, Bruce, Schmuckler,Moshier,&Boss, 1990; Storey, 1982) . In addition, studies in which narrative and expositoryr ecall are compared,b ut the content is not equated, typically find that narrative recall is superior (Graesser,Hauft-Smith, Cohen, & Pyles, 1980; Luszcz, 1993; Tun, 1989) . However,t he processing activitiesa ssociated with the expository text are the ones that have been associated with better meaningful comprehension (Coté et al.,1 998; Graesser et al.,2 002; McNamara, 2004) . Thus,o ur results suggest that educatorsshould use caution when attempting to teach content by integrating it into narratives. In particular,situations in which the storyisnot central to the to-be-learnedc ontent may result in worsel earning of the content, not better. the heart from the lungs. Blood from the lungs entersthe left atrium. The left atrium is the other upper chambero ft he heart. From the left atrium, bloodp asses to the left ventricle. At this point, the continuous loops begin again.
The heart, blood vessels, and blood must all function together.
Alex'sa dventure (narrative) Alexw orked form any years on am achine that would allow him to becomet iny.O ne day,h efi nally finished the machine. He shrunk himself down to the size of at iny molecule. He was so small and light that he could fly.Whenpassingbyawoman, Alex got sucked into herlungs. He held on to an oxygen molecule that had also entered the lungs. The oxygen was absorbed into ared blood cell. Alexwas on an adventure through the blood. He wanted to find away back outside. He sawthat carbon dioxide molecules were released from the blood backi nto the lungs. He knew that carbon dioxide was discarded through the lungs. He needed to grab on to acarbon dioxide molecule and get back to the lungs. First, Alext ravelled through ap ulmonaryv ein. Thesev eins are blood vesselst hat returnb lood to the heartf rom the lungs. He enteredt he hearti nto one of the top chambers,t he left atrium. From the left atrium, blood passes to the left ventricle. The left ventricle is one of the bottom heartchambers. This chamber pumped Alexout along the systemic loop. This loop consists of blood vessels that go out to the body and backto the heart. Arteries are blood vesselsthat carry blood away from the heart.
Thea orta is the main arteryl eaving the heart. Alexwas travelling away from the hearto ut towardss ome parto ft he woman'sb ody.A lex'so xygen molecule reached small blood vesselsc alled capillaries. Oxygen is absorbed through the capillary walls into the cells. Carbon dioxide passest hrough the capillaryw alls back into the blood. Alexthought this was his chance, and he let go of the oxygen molecule. He then grabbed on to ac arbon dioxide molecule. The blood went back towards the heart through the veins.
The veins emptied blood into the right atrium. This chamberoft he heart receives bloodfrom the body. From the right atrium, he was pushed down through avalve into the right ventricle. Ther ight ventricle is another bottom heart chamber. In the right ventricle, Alexcould see the septum. This is amuscularwall that divides the heartinto right and left sides. From the right ventricle the blood goes out to the lungs. The right ventriclepushedAlexout the pulmonaryloop. This is aseparate loop of the circulatory system that carries blood to the lungs and back.
Soon, Alexwas back in the lungs. He waspassed through the thin wall of acapillary in the lungs. He wasb reathed out into the air.T he adventurewas over.
